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ABSTRACT
In this paper we develop a method for classifying any object which 
can be represented as a point in n=space into one of m given subsets by 
constructing a linear function which is derived from the support function 
in linear topological space, an approach hitherto unexplored in this con­
nection .
Greenberg and Konheim (1964) discussed this problem of classification 
scheme by presenting two possible procedures: one is to use pairwise class
separation, and the other is to construct m linear functions which separate 
one of the sets from all the others. The former requires the construction 
of m(m“l)/2 linear functions, and the latter places more stringent restric­
tions on the m subsets than the former. We show, in this report, how to 
construct m instead of m(m-l)/2, linear functions under the more liberal 
assumptions of the first procedure, thus combining the merits of both 
procedures.
The application of our procedure to a problem in the classification 
of sequences of student responses on the PLATO teaching system is discussed. 
In that connection, a possible further development, an even simpler method 
requiring only one linear function, was explored. The validity of this 
simpler method could, however, be established only under rather restrictive
conditions.
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0. INTRODUCTION
Greenberg and Konheim [1] discuss a technique for pattern classifi­
cation of alphabetic characters described by the output of a transducer -- 
a computer program that converts the sensed arrays of light and dark 
signals derived from a character to a vector in n-dimensional space. The 
output of their processor program, simply operated, was the identification 
of the class to which the input (unknown) pattern belonged. However, 
they also employed their program iteratively to determine the boundaries 
which best separated representative patterns used for "training11 the pattern 
classification system. We have in mind a more general class of uses which 
includes the classification of sequences of events ("dope records") ob­
tained while students are interacting with the PLATO instructional system. 
This use constitutes a case of fact retrieval, since information (how many, 
who, when, in what order, etc.) can be requested regarding response-sequence 
categories, specified in advance either by their boundaries or by giving 
examples. For many uses it is anticipated that a simpler procedure which 
is broader in scope of applicability can be employed and will have con­
siderable practical value for computational purposes.
More precisely, denote by q  the space of patterns, in which it is
assumed that m mutually disjoing patterns, Q ..., Q have been identifiedl m
a priori corresponding to the distinct responses required of the classifica­
tion system. Let (q/^ , s • ••» be the vector (set of measurements
produced by the transducer) corresponding to a given pattern and Rn be a
linear vector space whose base is (e,, e , ..., e ), the usual standardi Z n
orthogonal coordinate system.
2By the operation of the 
pondence with a subset of Rn 
will be mutually disjoint» 
any ^ in Q by operating the 
of 0).
transducer, each will be put into corres-
, say A. (i = 1, . . . , m) and A, > A . A 1 i 2 m
The processor must then be able to classify 
output x ((jq) of the transducer "measurement"
Linear separability in pattern classification refers to the feasibility 
of classifying objects in Q by constructing linear boundaries between the 
sets A^, ... A . Greenberg and Konheim [1] mentioned two possibilities 
for solving this problem. One of these calls for the construction of m 
linear functions L.. , L , ».. L which are to separate the sets A. and1 2 m i
A., provided A and LJ A. are convex disjoint finite sets. This assump- 
i*j i*j J
tion becomes too stringent for practical applications because in applying 
the construction method of linear functions they must assume that the 
complement of every subset in the set of categories is itself convex.
In Section 1, the mathematical foundations of our method are presented. 
Most of the proofs are omitted, for they may be found in any treatise on 
linear operators, Banach space, and Hilbert space.
In Section 2 of this paper we introduce and discuss a method of con­
structing a linear separation function in the case when only two sets are 
given, by using the support function, which is different from the method 
Greenberg and Konheim constructed which used a training set to establish 
boundaries.
In Section 3, we develop our method of constructing a linear separation 
function in the case when m convex disjoint sets are given.
3In Section 4, we discuss the application of our method to the classi­
fication of sequences of student responses made on the PLATO instructional 
system. (See Bitzer, Lyman, and Easley [4].
1, MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS
Let R be an n-dimensional Euclidean space.
Definition: A set K R is convex if and only if x, y, € K and 0 <  a <  1
imply ax + (l-a)y € K.
Property 1: The intersection of an arbitrary family of convex subsets of
the linear space Rn is convex.
Property 2: Let x^, x^, ..., x^ be points in the convex set K and let
a,, a , ..., a be non~negative numbers such that £a. = 1. Then Ha.x € K. i z n l 5 ^ i k
Lemma 1: If and are arbitrary convex subsets of Rn, then for any real
numbers <y and 3, is also convex. More generally, TK is convex
if T is an arbitrary linear mapping of R° onto itself.
Definition: Support function of K
Let K be a convex set in R° and let K contain the origin 0.
For each x € Rn, let I(x) = {a : a > 0, x/a € K] and k(x) = inf a:ael(x)} 
then k(x) is called the support function of K.
Examples: Consider the real line R^; then any convex set in R is an interval
_____________________________ [ A ]________________________________
-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A = [~1, 2], (where [...] denotes a closed interval)
A support function for A may be defined as follows:
¥x € Rn, let I(x) = [a : |x/a| < dist (0,2) ]; 
inf I(x) = k(x) take x = 8, then k(8) = 8/2 = 4.
Lemma 2: Let K contain 0 and k be its support function. Then:
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(1) k (x) ^  0
(2) k(x) < co
(3) k(ax) = ak(x) for a 0
(4) if x € k then k(x) ^ 1
(5) k(x + y) < k(x) + k(y)
(6) The set of internal points of K is characterized by the condition 
k(x)<l; the set of boundary points by the condition k(x) = 1 ; 
and the set of points outside of K by the condition k(x) > 1.
(7) For any linear transformation T from Rn into Rn , k(Tx) = k (x) .
Hahn-Banach Theorem: Let the real function k on the real linear space R°
satisfy the conditions:
k(x + y) <k(x) + k(y) , k(ax) = o*k(x) ; oi>0, x,y £ Rn .
Let f be a real linear function on a subspace H of R° with 
f(x)<  k(x) , x € H .
Then there is a real linear function F on R° for which 
F(x) = f(x) , x € H , and F(x) <k(x) , x e Rn .
Definition: A linear function F separates sets M and N if and only if
there exists a real number c such that F(m) > c and F(n) < c 
Vm€M, n€ N
Theorem I The Basic Separation Theorem
Let M and N be disjoint convex subsets of Rn and let M have an internal 
point. Then there exists a non-zero linear function F which separates 
M and N.
Theorem II A linear function separates M and N in R° if and only if it 
separates the subsets M-N and zero in Rn it isi a separation
function of M and N.
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Proof of Theorem I
We may let M contain the origin 0 of Rn without loss of generality. Assume 
M contains the origin.
Let p be any point of N then -p 6(M - N)y 06(M - N + p) , but 
P f (M - N + p) because M - N does not contain 0, since N M = (f).
Let K = M - N + p, and k be a support function of K. Then k(p) > 1
and k(x) < 1 for x € K. *
If we put F^(op) = ak(p), then is a linear function defined on the 
one dimensional subspace of Rn which consists of real multiples of p.
Moreover F^(ap) <k(od?) for all real O'. Since O' —  0 we have 
F^ (o'P) = k(op), while for a < 0 we have F-^(ap) = Q/F^(p) < 0 <K(aP).
Using the Hahn-Banach Theorem, F^ can be extended to a linear function F on Rn 
such that F(x) <k(x) for all x € R . It follows that F(x) <k(x) < i 
V x€K while F(p) >1 . Thus F separates K and {p}. Therefore F
separates N - N and {0} and hence F separates M and N.
2. CLASSIFYING A PATTERN INTO ONE OF TWO CLASSES
Let M and N be two sets of real valued attribute vectors in n-dimensional 
Euclidian space:
M = fm = (m , m , ... m. ) : m.€Rn i = 1, ...1]*■ i ll i2 in i J
N = {n = (n n . . . n. ) : n 2Rn i = 1, . . .k}1 lij in 3-
and denote their convex hulls by Co(M) and Co(N), respectively.
Suppose Co(M) has an internal point, and Co,(M) O  Co(N) = (j); that is the 
convex hulls of M and N are disjoint, and also assume they are bounded.
We may assume a priori that M contains the origin 0 of Rn, and that 
N intersects the e^-axis. For, letting a be any point in M, the set
6M-a = [x : x = - a, V iru € M] contains the origin 0.
Next, by a suitable rotation of the coordinate system, N=a may be made 
to intersect with the e^-axis. We may assume M has the origin and N 
intersects with the e^-axis. If the original M and N are disjoint convex 
sets, then, by Lemma l,the new M and N are disjoint convex sets also. 
Hereafter, we simplify the notation by writing M for Co(M), N for Co(N). 
The problem can be dealt with in two steps:
[1] What conditions on M and N insure that there exists a linear 
separation function in Rn which separates M and N?
[2] If M and N are separated by the separation function f, how 
can we find f ?
The answer to question [1] is given by the Hahn-Banach Theorem, and 
may be summarized as follows: f separates M and N if and only if t 
separates M-N + p and [P] for V p€N. First define a support function of K 
and then construct the linear separation function on Rn which satisfied 
f (x) <  k (x) Vx € Rn,
where U(x) is the support function. Since, for any element x of k,
k(x) < 1, f(m-n) < l-f(p), VmVn (m-n) €(M-N).
But f was chosen so that f(p) > 1 f(m-n) = f(m) -f(n) < 0
f(m) < f(n).
Therefore, by the continuity axiom that exists a c such that f(m)< c < f(n) 
The answer to question [2] (i.e. how f is to be found) is as follows: 
One way to solve this problem is to construct F_^(x^) on R1 inductively 
for i = 1, 2, n.
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We assumed that M contains 0 and that N has a non-empty intersection 
with the e^-axis. So we may take p € N O  [e-^-axis], and let K = M - N + p. 
Then, as argued earlier, K contains 0 but not p. For reasons that will 
subsequently become apparent, it is convenient to shrink K so that it lies 
within a sphere with center at 0 and radius . This can be accomplished
by applying a transformation
S
(where H = max (|x|) on Rn . 
x € k '■
I. Construction of R1 and F^x^).
Define R= [o^p] where is a real number. Then R^ will be the
e^-axis. Define F^(x^) = F-^(o^p) = G-^ c^ . But according to the proof of 
Theorem 1, c^ may be chosen so that
F1(x1) <  k(xx) ?Xl € R1
Fi(xi)> < 1  if Xl € k n  R1
and F-^p) > 1
Therefore we choose c^ as follows:
1 < cx <  k(p)
2 2II. Construction of a separation function F^ on R and R
In R^, p was a single base of R1 instead of = (1, 0, ...0) and
obviously R does not contain e2 = (0, 1, 0, ..., 0) which is an element
of the base of n-dimensional vector space. Every vector in the subspace 
2 1R spanned by R and e^ has a unique representation in the form x^ + g 2 e2 
with x^ in R . We want to get a real linear extension F^ of F^ for which 
the inequality holds F2(x2> < k ( x 2> for Vx2 € R2 and also F ^ x ^  = F ^ x ^
8
1 9for Vxx € R , hence F2(x2) < 1  if x2 € K O  R .
oFor any constant c2* the function F2 defined on R by the equation 
Fz(xi + 0'2e2) = + 0i2°2 is 3 ProPer extension of F^. The desired
function F2 -we will be able to get by choosing a suitable C w h i c h  satisfies 
the inequalities given by the Hahn-Banach Theorem:
-k(-e2 -x1) - F1(x1) <  c2 <  k(e2 + x ^  - F ^ x ^  Vx^  ^€ R,
The Hahn=-Banach Theorem is of basic importance in the analysis of 
questions concerning the existence of a continuous linear function. The 
answer to question [1] was given by this theorem when we want to classify 
a pattern into one of two classes. But the answer to the question [2] 
is not so easy: the inequalities given in the Hahn-Banach Theorem do not
help us in practice> because the value of k(e2 + x^) cannot be determined, 
due to the possibly irregular shape of the convex set K. It was, in fact, 
for the purpose of replacing these by a pair of inequalities that we applied 
the transformation S on R so that K would be confined within a circle 
of radius a/2/2 centered at 0. The radius was chosen on the basis of the 
following considerations.
In Figure 1, TT' is the tangent from point e2 = (0,1,0,0,...) to the 
confining circle, T1 being its e^-axis intercept. The radius r was chosen
so that 0T1 =1. It then follows from Figure 1 that







But o Kpl s =
y




Since y < OT' = 1, it follows that - -- > 1, and hence k(e~ + x j  =
l y 2 1'
1 + [o^p| > 1 + ¡G^p). Since k(x^ + e^) > F-^(x^) according
to the construction of F ^ x ^ ,  F-j^ (x1 - yfc) is smaller than k ^  - y ^  
for any s^ and y^ in R’*’. From the property of the support function k,
we get
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Fl^xl “ y l^  •- k x^l + e2) + k(^ "e2 “ yP ‘
Therefore, by virtue of the linearity of F^, we get the Hahn-Banach in-
2equality on R :
~k(—yi -e2) - F1(y1),< k(xL + e2) - F ^ ) .
1This inequality is satisfied for arbitrary choices of x^, y^ in R , and 
the variable y^ in the left side of this is independent of the choice of 
in the right side of the inequality. Therefore we can say that there 
always exists a constant real number c2 between them. That is,
-k(-x1 -e2) - F ^ x ^  c2 <  k(xx + - F(x1).
If 1 + jtt-jP j > F- (^x), then there must always exist a constant c2 such
that c2 <  1 + lo^lpj - Fl(xl) ^  k (xx + P2) - Fi(xi)
and -k(-x1 - F ^ x ^  <  c2
For such a constant c2, the linear extended function of F-^(x^) on R"*" to 
2R will be given by the proper form
F2(x 2) = F1(x1) + c2«2,
where
2This new real linear function on R will take a smaller value than the 
value of the support function k(x2). That is, F2 X^2^  “  k(x2).
Thus, the second inequality in (2^) may be replaced by
c2 <  1 + |ajP| * 0'1c1 < k(p2 + xx) - F1(x1) (2a)
Similarly, the first inequality in (2'*') is replaced by
-k(-e2 -x1> -F1(x1) <  -1 -1 Oi1 p | <  c2 (2b)
From (2a) and (2b) we get
-k(-e2 -x1) - F1(x1) > -1- | -Qfc1 <  c2 <  1 + |Q'1 p | - F1(x1) <
k(p2 + xx) - F1(x1)< (2)
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Thus, if we choose to satisfy the inequalities (2), then for any 
2
in R , the value of F2(x2) is less than the value of k (x2> bY the Hahn-
Banach Theorem. That is, F2(x2) < k x^2  ^ Vx2 € r2
2Therefore, if x2 € K p| R then F2(x2> <  k(x2> < 1 .
Vx2 = m - n + P, p2(m - n + p) - F2(m) - F2(n) < 1 - F (p)
F2(p) = F^p) > 1 
1 - F2(p) < 0
. F2(m) > F2(n).
That is F2 separates M P| r2 and n H  r2.
3 2Similarly we can construct R including R as its subspace and define
3 2F3 on R which is linear, takes the same value as F2 on R , and separates
M ^  R^ and N ^  R^. That is,
F3(X3> = f *j(x o + e^) = F0(x0) + a0c3 2 3 3'
where
and
2V 2' ‘ “3~3 
x2 € R2
X3 = X2 + a2e3 X1 + a2e2 + a3e3
e3 = (001..). G^p + &2e2 ^3
F3(x 3) <  k(x3) for Vx^ € R"
where c^ was chosen from the region between
-l -J-O^p + a 2e21 - F2(x 2) and +1 + lo^-P+.O^I - F2(x2)
or
C3 = C3 ‘ F2 (X2> where -1 - I^P + Oi 2?2 I *— 1 + Iaie + 0i2e‘
We can construct R and F successively,
F (x ) = F (x , + a e ) = F , (x n) + Oi C n n n v n-1 n n' n-lv n-l' n n
= F (x ) + Oi ,C , + a C n-2 n-2 n-l n-1 n n





'k('Xi-l ' ei) " Fi-l(xi-l) ^ C1 ^  k(xi-l + *!> - Fi-l(xi.i)
Xn " xn-l + “nen ‘ Xn-2 + °n-l«n-l+ “n^n = ' ’' = “lP + '' ' V
e. = (0, ... 0, 1, 0, ... 0), ai € R.
It is clear that Rn = Rn, thus Fn can be considered the required
separation function of M and N or Rn. Therefore for any element x of R°n *
F (x )n n = F , (x ) + a c n-1 n-1 n n l
if a = 0, n F (x ) = F , (x ..) <  k(x .) , n n n-1 n-17 v n-1
if a > 0, n replace x , by x , ,n-1 7 n-1/« ,
and we have
Fn-l(xn-l) + “nCn < + an (kC^n + ‘ Fn-1& ^
“n ttn /X -
= a k (e + n“ ) = k (a + x n)n 1 n a. n n-17n
F (x ) < k{k ). n n n
F^ is the required linear separation function, because for V x^ = m - n + p,
Fn (xn) = Fn (m * n + P) = Fn (m) " Fn (n) + Fn (P) ~  k(xn} < 1 
Fn (m) - Fn (n) ^  1 - Fn (P)-
Since Fn (P) = F1(p) = Cx > 1, 1 - Fn (p) < 0
. . Fi^ (m) < Fn (n) for any m € M and n € N.
Therefore, max F (m) < min F (n)n v n v 7
m € M n € N
Therefore, there exists a C such that max F (m) < C < min F (n).n n
m € M n € N
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Let us say we want to know whether a given vector x belongs to M 
or to N. We need only calculate the value of F^(x) and compare with C; 
i. e.,
if F (x) n < C then x € M
if F (x) n > C then x € N
The steps are summarized in Table 1.
Table X. Summary of Method: I. Two Classes
|
1. M, N Given in Rn , 0 € M, M H  N = f , convex, n H  {x : y=o} $ (|).
2. K = M-N + P VP € N ^  {x-axis} then K 3 0, P £ K.
3. Construct R = {o^p} ; 0^  is any real number.
4. Refine on R1, F ^ x ^  = F^c^p) = G ^ C p )  = ^  where
1 < c i < k (P)
k(p) is a support function of K 3 k(K) <  1, k(K) > 1.
5. Define F£ on R2, R2 = {^p + o ^ }  = [x± +  o ^ }  &2 '= (0, 1,.;.<) 
F2 (x 2) = F2 (x x + Ci2 e2) = F1(x1) +
-1 - 1^1^! 1" F i(x i> ^  c2 ^  1 + lajPi|- 
then F2 (x 1) = F ^ x ^  F2(x2) -  k(x2  ^ Vx2 6 r 2 '
6.
^ ----------------------------------- --- —- ---
Define F„ on R , .,. F on R 3 n
-1 - \alfl + a 2 ez ..ai_1ei_1 |- F.^Cx.^) == C. . <
1 + 1 « ^  +  a 2 e2 +...+ - F . ^ x . ^ ) .
7. Then F separates M and N , F (M) < F (N)• n n n
8. Max F (M) = S., min F (N) = S_ then for any unknown vector n i n 2
if F (x ) <  ^1 ^2 then x € M> n n n
if F (x ) > S0+S, then x € N- n n 2 1 n
2
1. M - N + p = ^z|z=m - n + 3^ = fz |z = (n^, n^) - (n^ 0) + (3, 0)|
-N + 3 = [«1, 0]
K = M - N + 3 is a rectangular region which is represented by dot:s (,..)•
2. Since maximum (|z|) = Vc^)2 + (4)2 = V 10 > ^ 4 “ ,
1 n 2 L
we have to multiply the base of R by ^
~j [“ S
V 2 2
That is, consider the transformation T = V5 0 ,
0
and Rn = TR




73 define R and F^ as follows:
R = {axp3 = {Xx3
F1(x1) = (y1C1 where 1 > C, ■< k(p) -
If we take = 6, then 
F1(x][) = 6ax .
Take any element m-n + p in K O  r 7  Then F^ has to classify 
m and n in K ^  R^. In order for F^ to be a separation function of 
M O  R^ and N O  r \  first decide the number c such that
max F, (m) <-jm £ r
Since
c <  min F^ (n) .
n € N H r 1
max F,(m) = 1*j
m € M ^  R
min F,(n) = 6
iO 1n € M ' 1 R
when = —
when = 1,
we can take any c from the interval (1, 6) to construct F^ on R .
2We now proceed to define F^ and R as follows:
f 2(x 2) = F ^ )  + a2c2 R = {x2} = {xx + Q!2e2} = 
{o^ p + a2e2)
where -1 < c2 <  1
c2 c2 Fl(xl) = c2 “ 6“l 
If we take c2 = 6o^ , then
f 2(x 2) = 6al +
To let F2 separate M and N, we determine c so that




Therefore it is enough to find what max is, i.e., max
Since max (a2) = - ,
(*1 + O ^ )  € M
max a2 (1 - 6o'1) = - (1 - 1) = 0 .
Therefore, max F2 (m) » 1
m € M
Further, since min (ap = 0, 
X1 + a2 € N
min F2(n) >  min F^n) + 0^(1 - 60^ )
n € N n € N
= 6 + 0 = 6 .
Therefore c must be taken from the interval (1, 6),
Thus, we finally get the separation function which we want.
We show that this F2 is indeed the separation function of M and N.
For any element m in M, m =o^P + 0i2e2 ~ 2 ^ * 1  ^  b
2 < a2 < -
F2(m) = 6a x + a2(l - (^xl)
F2 (m) <  1 < c
Next let us check an element of N. For any element n in N
n = o^p + 0e2 
F2(n) = 6oil > 6 > c.
3. CLASSIFYING PATTERNS INTO ONE OF A FINITE NUMBER OF CLASSES
In the previous section, we have demonstrated the existence of a real 
linear function which separates the convex and bounded disjoint sets M and 
N in R , and shown how to find such a separation function. In this section 
we are going to- discuss the existence of a separation function and the ex­
tension of the method to obtain this function in the case when there are a
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finite number of subsets, (say at most n in Rn) which we want to discriminate 
from one another.
We shall use the letters A^, i = l...n instead of using the letters M,
N as the sets to be discriminated in Rn hereafter.
We assume these sets A^ i = 1, ...n must be mutually disjoint, convex
and bounded (not necessarily finite sets); that is, H  A . = () for i $ j,
the diameters of A. are finite numbers, where the diameter of A. = dia (A ) =1 i i
sup ( | a± - a11) 
a . , a ! € A .i l l  )
Definition: A real linear function defined on Rn separates the set
A. from U  A . if and only if F separates A. and A for all .
1 i *j J n 1 J J
such that i i j.
Theorem: If the sets A^, A •••, A^ are convex, bounded and mutually
. . ndisjoint subsets of R , then there exists a non^zero real linear function
F^ on Rn which separates A^ and (J A.*
i * 1 1
In order to prove this theorem, we consider a dummy circle, set 
C ', whose radius is a sufficiently small real number € and the dis­
tances from any one of the given sets A^ i = 1, ..., n are strictly 
greater than the total sum of diameters of A. and €; i.e., distance
(C', A±) >  ” dia (At) + €, C' H  A± = (J) for i = 1.....  n.
i=1
Without loss of generality, we can assume the center of this circle 
to be the origin of R . In the previous section the support function 
of the convex set K = M - L + p was used to obtain the separation 
function of M and L in R . In this section we consider a circle K 
concentric to C' whose radius is r dia (A^) + € as the convex
18
o set which has the same role as ,M - L + p in section 2. 
Property i: The set K and A. i = 1, 2, . n are disjoint
K P  = (J for i = 1, ... , n.
Property 2: Let be an arbitrary point in and let
A.l “ P. = 1 fxi! X. = 1 yi - pi
-A.l = {w. : L i w. = -y. l l Vy. e A.}
i > h1- + P. =i {v.L l : v. i = -yi + P±
Ai - V  -Ai + pi ■ and C' - + p^A. - P. + A - Pn ,l l i 1 »
Property 3: Each p. is not in A.: d . € A---------- l l i i
Property 4 : Let k(x) be a support function of K.
k(x) will be given by k(x) * jx|/ r where |x| is the absolute value 
of the vector x in Rn .
k(x) < 1 characterizes the internal point of K,
k(x) > 1 characterizes the outside point of K, and
k(x) = 1 characterizes the boundary point of K.
This function k(x) satisfies the all properties of the support
function represented in the previous section.
We shall complete the proof by constructing the non-zero real
linear function F on Rn which separates the sets A, and LJ A .
n 1 . . ii * l
1 nWe first construct a one-dimensional subspace R in Rn and the 
linear function on R1 which separates A^ P &1 and C' P R 1.
Suppose p-j^ is an arbitrary point in A ^  Define R1 = {0^ ^ }  = {x^J = 
{(G^)} where is a real number, then R1 is the straight line which 
goes through the origin in Rn and the point p^. ^  constitutes a
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single-element of base of the subspace R in Rn, and (o') is a com­
ponent of a vector x^. Next, as we did in section 2, we define a 
linear function F^ on R^ such that F-^(x^) = = =
G!^ c^  where c^ is a real constant. If we choose c^ as F-^ (p^) = c^ = 
k(p^), then the newly defined linear function F-^ (x^) on will have 
a smaller value on the domain R^ than the value of k(x) on r \  because 
Ff (xi> = dici = O^kCp^) - kCaPj^) = kC^) for ^  0 while for 
OL-^ < 0 while for >0 we have F ^ o ^ p ^  = F^-j^ C. ]_) < 0 < 
i.e., F^(x^) . <k(x^) and F-^(p^) > 1. Moreover if x^ € K O  R’*’
then F^(x ) <: kCx^) < 1.
The value of F^(x^) is always positive because, for any element
c0 - a^ + p^ in the set C - + p ^  Cl k in where Cq is taken
from the dummy set circle C' and a from A^, we have F^(c q - a^ + P^) < 1.
By the linearity of F^ we have F^(cq) - F-^ Ca^) <1 - F-^ (P^) < 0.
Therefore F,(c ) < F, (a., ) . Since F, is a linear continuous function t o i l  i
and the set A^ is convex, we get 0 < F-^ (a^) for Va^ € A^.
The next step is to construct a subspace R of R which includes
R^ as its subspace, then define the proper extended function F^ of F^
2 2 on R which will separate the sets A-^  and A^ in R and has the same
1 2 value as the value of F^ on R , always F^Cx^) < k(x^) where x^ e R .
First, we choose an arbitrary point p^ in A^, then since the sets
A.. and A0 are disjoint, the point p in A.. and the point p0 in A_ are l l  ]_ l 2 2
different, p^ $ P2> so if we choose p2 as the other member of the base
2 2 to span R together with p^, then any element in R will be expressible
in the form or x2 = (o^ j'-O^ ) where G^ and a2 are real
numbers. We must note that this newly extended two-dimensional space
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R of R in Rn might not have an orthogonal coordinate system 
although the original Rn has.
If we put F^x^) = Fi(xi) + a2C2’ then F2 ^ 1 P1 + °7P2^  =
F2^°1PP  + F2 a^ 2P2^  = °1F2 <Pf> + °^ 2F2 P^2^  by l i n e a t i ty o f F2* '
Therefore we get F2(«1P1) = F ^ x ^  and F2(P2) = c2- Since we have 
not assigned any restriction on c^ except that it must be a real
number, we may choose c^ so that F^Cx^) will be the desired separation
2function of A^, A2,and C' in subspace R . That is, by the Hahn-Banach 
Theorem if we choose c^ as a real number which satisfied the inequalities
"k(-xl -p2) ‘ Fl(xl> -  c2
and c2 <  k(x^ + p2) - F^(x ) for any x^ in r \  then the
value of the function. F^Cx^) will be always smaller than the value of
2the given support function k(x2> of K on R . Moreover, if F2(x2) —
2k(x^) for any x2 in R , then
V a2 • P2 ' al + P p -  k(a2 - P2 • al - pP  < 1
where (a2 - P2 " aL + P1)€(A2 " p2 ' A1 + pP  ^  ^  C K ^ R 2
and F2(a2) " F2(al) < 1 " F2(P1) + F2(P2)
F2(a2) - F2(a1) < 1 + c2 " ci .
In order to let F2 separate the sets A^ and A2, we have to choose c2 
to be smaller than c^ - 1, that is, c2 < c^ - 1.
Therefore we get
F2 (a2  ^ < F2 a^i^  for any a2 in A2’ al in A1 °n the
2subspace R .
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The one thing we have to check is whether or not there exists such 
a c^ which satisfies both the Hahn-Banach inequalities and c^ < c^ - 1. 
Since c^ is greater than 1, there always exists c2 such that
k(yx + P2) - F1(y1) < c2 < min fk(x1 + V2) - F1(x1), cx - 1 } 
for Vy^, x l € R1.
Therefore we can conclude that F^Cx^) separates the sets and
• „2. in R .
Next, we proceed in the same way as we did before to construct 
2the subspace R and the separation function of A^ and A^ on it until
we finally get the space Rn and the separation function F (x ) of then n
sets A^ and A^(i = 1, ..., n) on it.
= {*,_], + = fa lpl + a2P2 0!nPn}
= {(a1} 0i2, 0in)} = {xn} where p± €
F (x ) = F (x -, ) + O' c where c. = F . (p )n n n-1 n-1 n n i ivtrr
= oiiC. + o' c + ... + a c i i 2 2 n n
and each c_^ has been chosen so that
Fi(xd.) “  M xt) for any x^  ^ in R1 (i=l, 2, n)
and
F separates the sets A, and A.; F(n.) < F(a,)i I l l ' l l 7
where Va € A,, Va. € A..l l i i
That is,
-k(-xi-i - Pi) - Fi-i<xi-i)<ci < min [k<xi-i + pi) - Fi-i(xi-i).
Now we have to show that the domain of F (x ) is equal to then n
originally given Euclid space RD. That is, Rn = R°. This is clear
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because $ p for i $ j and the number of element in the* new base is n.
Proof that F^Cx^) separates and A^:
Take a. in A. and a, in A,, then 1 1  1 1
Fn (ai ' Pi - ai + px) < k <ai - ?! • ai + pt) -• "  ' - .  :•
k(a - p - a + p ) < 1 since a. - a. € A. - p. - A, € p C ki 1 i i l 1 l i 1 rl
W  - W  < 1 = Fn<Pl> + W
= 1 - Pj/PP + Fi(Pi>
= l - c 1 +c. < 01 l
Therefore we get
F (a.) < F (a,)n' l7 n v V for Va. € A. , Va., € A.l l 1 1
Q. E. Do
This theorem just gives us the separation function F^ which separates
A and other A 1s. But we can construct the separation function G 1 1  n
which separates A^ and A^, A^, . .., A^ in Rn in the same way as the 
above except that the last point to be added as the base of Rn is 
e > which is the nth element of the coordinate system in Rn. By con­
tinuing the constructions of F , G , .... H , we will be able ton n n
separate the A.'s one from another.
4. APPLICATION TO SORTING PATTERNS OF RESPONSES 
ON THE PLATO INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM
In this section we discuss some applications of our method to the 
problem of retrieving information from a "dope" tape on which student 
records are stored. While particular cases can be handled simply by 
ordinary methods, it would be extremely useful if a general method
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were available. A multiple classification procedure such as dis­
cussed in the proceeding sections provides one approach to a general 
retrieval system.
To take a very simple case, suppose that students work on a test
which comprises N problems, and that a record of each is stored on a
magnetic tape. Suppose the author of this test wants to know how many
and which students get the "O.K." signal for the ith problem within
time interval A  t and also fails the j_th problem. If a student gets
"O.K." within the A  t , then the transducer assigns 1, otherwise 0.
We could, of course, comply with the author's request simply by
sorting the tape; but we wish to illustrate the method described in
this paper. It enables us to find a linear function which separates 
Nall 2 possible classes and determines the boundary points between
classes. Here we only discuss the simple case when there are three
problems in the test. Then the possible combinations of sets to be 
3classified are 2 = 8 in number, and a transducer program could assign
to them the points (0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1), 
(1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1), ; respectively, as follows:
All of the items were failed, No. 1 and No. 2 only were failed, and so 
on. Let us name these singleton sets, AQ, A^, A^, ... A We
choose K as a circle around the origin AQ whose radius is 1 , then
2
K is disjoint for each A^, i = 1, ..., 7. Let us name p^ = (0, 0, 1),
?2 = (0, 1, 0), P3 = (1> 0, 0). (Although in the present, trivial 
example these are each unique elements of the corresponding sets, in
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general, each may be taken as an arbitrary element of the
corresponding A ^ )  Since the for i >  4, are the linear
combinations of A^, A^, A^, with respect to the definition of
addition we used in sections 2 and 3, it is enough in this case
to consider these three sets in order to classify all eight sets.
In this case, and a good many that arise in this application,
classification requires constructing only a single linear func- 
3tion on R . Since A^-p_^ is 0 for any i, F^(a^) - F^(a.) is
always smaller than F (p.). If we choose c. and c. such that-j J i j
Fo(P,-) = c - < c. = F„(c.) then F„ will be a single linearo r  l J 0 J j
function that will classify these given sets.
will be defined R1 = [c^ P-jJ = {(c^)} = {x^} and
Ff(xl) = k(P3) = = where k(p^) = __1 = 2 .
1/22 2R will be given by R = ^  + o ^ }  = {(0^ , a^} = {x2} and
3
F2 x^ q  ^ = Fi(xi) a ?c? = + 1 0£9 • R will be given by
3 100 Z 
R = {x2 + a3P3} = {(o^, 0i2, 0^ )} = {x3} and
F3^X3^  = ^2^x?^ + a3C3 = + - + 2 0^ . We selected c,
100 100
and c as 1 , 2 , but there are many possible values for them
100 100
which satisfy the inequalities we gave in the previous section. So 
the particular linear function we get here F3(x3) is just one of the 
family given by the linear function derived previously to separate 
one set from all others. Although this is a very trivial case, we 
can apply the same classification method also to the case when the 
scores are continuously scaled.
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Incidentally, if we consider the elementary function of these 
sets which corresponds with the binary representation, (0, 0, 0) to 0,
(0, 0, 1) to 1, (0, 1, 0) to 2, etc., then this function will be one 
of the many choices consistent with our linear function which separates 
these sets.
As another example, suppose that we want to retrieve information 
concerning how many and which students pressed keys in some specified 
sequential patterns in which the author is interested. More pre­
cisely, let c^ be constant keys, be sets of variable keys which 
are taken from a specified domain including the null element 0 r/ 
meaning no key was pressed. For example, one of the patterns will
be denoted by A. = ..., c^, c k+1> V2,...CJ. If we consider
the possible sequences in as elements of the attribute space whose 
base is the sequential order of key presses, then the first coordinate 
is the first key press, the second-is the second one, so on. Then in 
this space, each A^ will be a rectangular parallelopiped of n di- 
mensions around p± = (c^ ..... dfe, 0, ..... 0, c ^ ,  0,. w  ,0,. .'I; ,C ). In thii 
way we can apply our method of constructing a linear function to the 
problem of separating patterns of sequences of student responses.
It is expected that we can also apply our method to many cases which 
would be all but impossible to discriminate only by sorting the data.
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